
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Three new versions by Kendall Johns. 
(Note: - In all cases the usual MOSCOW ICE! rules apply unless 

otherwise amended below). 
-#-#-#-#-#-#-#-#-#-#-#-#- 

 

1.1.             MaxiMaxi -- MOSCOW ICE!MOSCOW ICE!  

For Two Players. 
 

Needed:- 
 

2 different coloured IceHouse Stashes, (1 per Player). 
 
A 9x9 squares board - Modified as 
per. the standard MOSCOW ICE! 
Board i.e. Three squares in each 
corner ‘blanked’ off - This gives 
start/finish lines of 5 Spaces 
each). Dia.1. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Dia.1.    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Rules: - Use all 5 Stacks otherwise play as Two-Player MOSCOW ICE! 
 
Notes: - While developing MOSCOW ICE! I tested this version in order to use all 
the IceHouse stacks in a stash, and it worked very well. But, as (a): the 8x8 
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board is more universally available, also (b): I wanted to include the 4 player 
Option and, as any school kid will tell you, “2 into 5 won’t go!” - I decided to 
stick with the 8x8 board. However this is still well worth trying. 

 
If you wish to play this version but do not have a 9x9 board then you 

could use the 8x8 Moscow Ice! Board and play on the intersections – al.la. 
CHINESE CHESS or GO). In this case the Start/Finish lines are the outside edges. 

 2.2.       MEGAMEGA –– MOMO SCOW SCOW 
ICE!ICE!   

For Two Players. 
 
Needed: - 
 
 4 different coloured IceHouse 
Stashes, (2 per Player). 
  

  A 10x10 ‘Polish’ or 
‘Continental’ Draughts Board, 
(Modified as above to give start/finish 
lines of 6 spaces each). Dia.2. 
 
 
 
 
 

Dia.2.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rules: - 
 
 Each player need 5 stacks of one colour and 1 stack of 
another – different from their opponents. (e.g. 5 RED and 1 ORANGE 
plays 5 BLUE and 1 PURPLE).  

 
This single stack is called the Tzar and its pieces are 

called the Tzar Pieces. 
 
 The first Player sets their Tzar (A) on ANY space on their 
start line with the other Stacks filling in the remaining spaces. 
 
 Then the second Player does the same on an adjacent side – 
note that they do NOT have to Place their Tzar (B) in the same 
position as the first Player. (Example of possible layout–Dia.2.) 
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All the normal rules apply except as regards to the Tzar and 
Tzar Pieces:- 

 
(i).  While they can jump over and onto other pieces in the 
usual way they can only be jumped over or onto by their own 
pieces, (ordinary and Tsar), OR their opponents TSAR PIECES. 
 
(ii). Note that the TOP piece signifies its designation. If 
the top piece is a Tzar Piece – then it is a Tzar  - 
irrespective of what piece(s) it contains. If you have 
covered one of your Tzar Pieces with one of the other colour 
then it is no longer a Tsar and may be jumped over or onto by 
the other Player – even frozen! (Not recommended!!)   
(iii). Also note that the Tzars can finish on any space on 
the finish line, NOT necessarily the same as they started on.  

  
Variations: - 
  
 (i). DO NOT allow the Tzar Pieces to jump over or onto their opponents 
Tzar and/or Tzar Pieces. 
 
 (ii). If you only have 2 IceHouse Stashes? (Then - shame on you - go and 
buy some more!) However, you could replace the Tzar stack with a Single Piece 
Tzar – The Kings from a Chess set for example - this will not be able to freeze 
or be frozen but it can be a useful blocking piece.  
 

⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗ 
 

3.3.     

  MultiMulti -- MOSCOW ICE!MOSCOW ICE!  

For Four (or Six!) Players. 
 

Needed: - 
 
 1 IceHouse Stash per Player. 
  

A 10x10 Board modified as above - Dia.3. 
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Dia.3. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Rules:- Using the Mega-MOSCOW ICE! Board will allow Four Players 
to play with 3 Stacks each. Example set-up - Dia.3.  

 
Otherwise play as for Four Players, (or Partners), MOSCOW ICE!   

 
{It would also be possible for Six Players to play with 2 Stacks 
each. e.g. [A][C][E][A][C][E] & [B][D][F][B][D][F]).  

 
With Six Players in a partnership game then there would be 

two teams of 3 players each. As above}. 
 

Feedback welcomed Johnske@btinternet.com 
 
© Kendall Johns - April 2004.  


